Fold & Roll Sign System
For Construction and Maintenance

The 3000XP series Fold & Roll Sign System™ utilizes a collapsible leg and panel design for compact storage and ease of transport to and from the work zone. The need for separate storage locations for stand and sign is eliminated. The Dicke patented leg kick release and snap-in hub mechanism insures quick, hassle free set-up allowing crews to be more productive and safer.

- Meets MUTCD specifications, NCHRP-350 compliant.

- Sign panel detaches from stand for changeability of legends via the Stablock panel holder.

- Stand features the Stablock™ sign holder, telescoping legs with kick releases, and torsion spring system which reacts smoothly to gusty wind conditions.

- All systems include a double flagholder and two 18” vinyl flags.

Quick and Easy Set-Up

Using the patented Dicke kick release, quickly lock legs into place. Unwrap velcro strap releasing sign panel. Pull vertical support arm upward locking into place. Finish off set-up by locking horizontal ribs in place by pulling and snapping into hub. Reverse process for storage.

DF3000X36 - 36” System - 21 lbs.
DF3000X48 - 48” System - 24 lbs.
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